Most complete, reliable, cost-effective taxi dispatch and fleet management system on the market.

taxi.mega-m.com
MEGA M TAXI CONTROLLER SYSTEM

Book a TAXI in 6 seconds
Well optimized and thoroughly studied business processes in a Taxi company are supported in the software to achieve minimum time required to process an incoming booking and pass out the job to the most optimally chosen driver.

Full Fleet Control
System will give you an overview on positions of every single member of your fleet. Vehicle locations will be presented on an interactive map.

24/7 support
Mega M skilled support team will be available around the clock to help troubleshooting any technical issues.

Optimized Dispatch System
Advanced options of automatic or manual vehicle dispatch based on complex mathematical calculations and well proven in praxis will offer you cost reduction and fair job distribution among your fleet members.

Pay as you grow
Since MEGA M TAXI CONTROLLER is a hosted solution, you don’t need to invest in expensive IT equipment. Licensing model is clean and simple. You need exactly one licence per active PDA in the vehicle and nothing more.

Pinpoint Accuracy
Modern PDA terminals in the car will give exact GPS locations of the vehicle at any time. Based on vehicle position, the system will dispatch jobs and quickly locate drivers in case of Driver In Distress occurrence.

Rock solid performance
System is located in telehouse which is connected to the world through multiple ISPs. High availability is achieved using consolidated virtual environment supported by redundant servers.

In car unit
Using standard PDAs for in car unit will reduce costs in buying proprietary taxi terminals while giving state of the art GPS and GPRS performance.

Accounting and Reporting Package
System will come with Accounting and Reporting Package that will be customized according to your corporate identity.

Credit Card payment
Eliminate Fraud. Taxi can be booked via website using Credit Card. Fare is calculated upfront using pricing algorithm based on estimated route taken. Processing payment using Credit Card upfront will reduce your exposure and help eliminate fraud.

Full telephony integration
System is compatible with all major telephony systems.

SMS and Email booking
Increasing efficiency in booking by offering new, modern means of communications.

QUESTIONS?
Don’t hesitate! Contact us now and give leverage to your taxi business today!
+386 3 777 00 00 sales@mega-m.com taxi.mega-m.com

is responsible for processing bookings and sending out job details to the drivers on the fleet. However, a great deal of functionalities are also available in the system.

In the document we outline just few of the many, many reasons why MEGA M TAXI CONTROLLER SYSTEM is the standout Fleet Management System on the market today.

By whichever criteria you judge it, MEGA M TAXI CONTROLLER SYSTEM is the system to take your business to the next level.